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MEASURING JUSTICE

Measuring Justice explores the ways in which South African court
and managerial prosecutors deal with the quantification of social
phenomena – such as justice, professional work or accountability – and
address the radical simplifications of their inherent complexities, mis-
representations and editing as a consequence. While various studies
show the concern of professionals about the damaging effects these
quantitative forms of accountability have on the creativity, freedom
and collaborative nature of expert systems, Mugler shows that the reac-
tions and attitudes of these legal professionals differ substantially.
Through careful scrutiny of the everyday work of prosecutors and how
they reflect on the relationship between accountability, quantification
and law, this book argues that actors who work daily with quantitative
accountability measures develop a numerical reflexivity about the
process.

JOHANNA MUGLER joined the Department for Social Anthropology at
the University of Bern, Switzerland, as a Lecturer and Researcher in
2012. She holds a PhD in Social Anthropology from the Martin Luther
University Halle-Wittenberg and was a PhD Candidate at the Max
Planck Institute for Social Anthropology in Halle/Saale. Her primary
research goals are directed at understanding how people and institutions
are accomplishing complex social phenomena like accountability, jus-
tice, equality and redistribution. In her postdoctoral research ‘Sharing
Global Corporate Profits’ she explores the fiscal accountabilities of
global taxpayers and the negotiation and making of international tax
norms within the ‘G20 OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting’
initiative.
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